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Nash nodded in satisfaction before he said to jackie caringly, “I think you should take a rest for the rest 

of The night and continue studying the cultivation tomorrow. I know you’ll succeed tomorrow night.” 

 

“Father, you don’t have to worry about me. You guys can go ahead and rest for now, so that everyone 

can increase their fighting prowess. I just need to rest for half an hour to recuperate before thinking 

about what went wrong in my cultivation. I know I’ll succeed next time. I refuse to think that I can’t 

cultivate one pill tonight!” jackie had finally seen a glint of hope and felt rather pleased about cultivating 

pills that night. How could he choose to rest the night? 

 

After all, cultivating pills relied on a person’s feelings. If they were present, cultivation would become 

increasingly smooth with a great increase of chance. 

 

None among them continued to persuade jackie when they saw how persistent he was. Thus, everyone 

else began to train silently nearby. 

 

After resting for some time, jackie took out the third set of ingredients. He then exhaled heavily before 

he started preheating his pill furnace and continued cultivating the pill. 

 

Time slowly passed, and about an hour later, jackie smiled. He slowly raised his right hand as a perfectly 

rounded pill with a faint scent that a pill usually had flew upward, floating before him. 

 “Haha… I did it! I finally did it! The color of this pill suggests that it’s a top-grade pill. Not bad! Not bad!” 

jackie looked at the pill before him, and excitement was written all over his face. He was finally a step 

closer to cultivating fourth-grade pills. 

 

As he was capable of cultivating third-grade intermediate pills, Nash and the others would be able to 

consume third-grade intermediate pills in the future. That greatly benefited everyone in increasing their 

fighting prowess speedily. 

 



It could be said that jackie ’s success in becoming a third-grade intermediate alchemist and the success 

of cultivating this pill were incredibly important. 

 “Incredible! This is incredible! You truly are adept in this, Young Master jackie . You’ve done it at last!” 

Alejandro almost danced in excitement. “You truly are a master in the pill cultivation world. No, you 

must be the cream of the crop! I’ve never seen someone with such speed of improvement!” 

 

“Haha… This is great! As long as you’re able to succeed the first time, you’ll be able to succeed the 

second time. After this, Young Master jackie only needs to search for ingredients needed to cultivate 

this certain pill and cultivate continuously to increase the odds of succeeding. You’ll only be able to try 

third -grade premium pills when your probability of success has increased. In the future, you might even 

be able to try fourth-grade pills and become a fourth grade alchemist!” Kenneth, Titus, and the others 

were honestly happy for jackie . What stopped the White family from rising up with such a great 

alchemist like jackie in their ranks? 

 

It looked like the White family would have a special position in this area in the future. 

 

Meanwhile, the middle-aged man who sat at the corner shook a little as a wave of aura was released 

before he quickly retracted it. 

 

Everyone was so into jackie and his success that none of them noticed the aura ripple. 

 

jackie , however, felt the wave of aura as he turned his head and beamed, “What a great night this is, 

with two happy occasions. The Third Elder has broken through!” 


